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Competency Study Group
Evidence Focus Groups

MEETING MINUTES

DATE: 05/18/2007
MEETING DATE: Friday, May 18, 2007

MEETING TIME: 18:00 – 19:00 UTC/GMT.

TOPIC: Competency Study Group – Evidence Focus Group

ATTENDEES: Wayne Hodgins, Tobias Ley, Claude Ostyn, Schawn Thropp, Luk
Vervenne

MISSING: Marc Van Coillie, Christian Stracke, Fridolin Wild

SUMMARY

AGENDA:

 Discussion on Scope and Purpose of Evidence Focus Group. What are the outcomes
and deliverables from the group?

NOTES:
Schawn discussed his email of thoughts on Scope and Purpose.

 Investigate existing standards development efforts or research in regards to
Evidence information related to competency, to include but not be limited to
collection of, management of, requirements for what represents evidence.

 Gather evidence information requirements germane to the learning, education,
training and related domains.

 Make recommendations as to how to proceed. Possible outcomes included,
recommending the adoption of an existing standard(s) or work, recommending
the creation of an application profile of an existing standard(s) or work, or
creating new standard(s) from scratch.

 Feed requirements into the other Focus Groups ongoing within the Competency
Study Group.

Claude: Recommendation to review document he sent out (Competency evidence
thoughts.doc). This has similar thoughts on scope and purpose. He also suggested that it
would be dangerous to make this an academic research project that could last a long time
and involve too much work. We need to strike a balance.

Wayne: Certainly Claude’s document and Schawn’s thoughts could act as a base document
to begin with.

Wayne: keep in mind the whole scope of this focus group is to develop a short statement of
scope/purpose. If the group determines that one or more documents are appropriate to use
as a base document, then this is as far as the group needs to go. It is the next stage that
would begin with the results of the work that would get into the debating, refining and
writing up of the specifications/standards. The job of the focus group should be straight
forward and should happen quickly. It is critical to get the scope/purpose just right.

Claude: What we don’t want to do is overlap with e-portfolio types of work. There is no
standard that allows you to distill competency information out of e-portfolio or similar work.
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Tobias: Asked whether or not there will be Use Cases as part of the scope and purpose to
define a boundary for the work. Schawn indicated that this is a good addition to the
scope/purpose document. This will allow us to define where the requirements came from.

Tobias described postings he made to the Yahoo site
 Competence and Performance in Requirements Engineering: Bringing Learning to

the Workplace: Outlined the approach they are taking for building a competency
model, gathering evidence on tasks that can be observed in the workplace.

 Peripheral Expertise Awareness – Sharing Knowledge on Knowledge: Document
detailing ways of dealing with collecting evidence or the indicators of evidence for
a competency.

Luk: They have extended IMS e-portfolio spec into an employability portfolio, which
includes many fields on evidence. They are closing in on a phase where they need to come
up with an algorithm or way to distill this evidence which will provide input to a competency
profile. Luk indicated that hey are planning on submitting employability profile to IMS. Luk
agrees that we can standardize the method of distilling competency evidence records but
not the various evidence types. Schawn: The approach would be similar to IEEE LOM –
gathering the characteristics, attributes and properties of evidence and give the ability for
organizations to define “application profile” of characteristics to help define distillation of or
transmission of evidence records.

Wayne: Main point is that we would not want to take on defining what the evidence is,
because it may be impossible to do. This is explains why we may have to go the route of
LOM. For example, we talked about, in the case of evidence; it would be up to each
implementation/group to decide on how they would determine their level of confidence with
something. This is not an attempt to standardize on what is acceptable confidence.

Claude: In many cases, what is in the source may require an assessment step. The
distillation of evidence basically includes some kind of assessment, what we are interested
in is not what the assessment is but the result of the assessment for the purpose of
simplified evidence record. Then you address which policy was used to decide that the
evidence was valid, which could be used to help decide credibility.

Tobias: Question about policy. Policy could be the evidence with the largest value. Could
you perform some other sort of calculation? Claude: basic rule, before you believe any
evidence you have to believe the policy. Determine whether or not you accept the policy by
which the evidence was collected. If you disagree with the policy don’t use the form of
evidence.

Luk: What can happen is that a specific competence (behavior in this case) needs to be
proven or acquired in several contexts before you are comfortable in saying this person has
this competency. There may be several occasions or context in which this is looked at.
Basically, one competence tested in multiple contexts. The aggregation of these contexts
leads to the evidence. Claude: this falls into the policy you decide. The organization
requires the different forms of evidence that have been collected and this becomes the
assessment which becomes a different evidence record.

Luk: Vocational education in Holland is undergoing a national movement towards
competency based education. A national competency framework is being built. Which is
contextualized into different vocation, but the evidence distillation completely open.
Validation of competency profiles is very tough. Somebody graduating from one school that
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has a competency profile is not completely valid against (equally) someone from a different
school which has a similar competency profile.

 Claude: But we need to keep things as simple as possible. What you need in the
end is those things that can be used to drive decisions or analysis, but that should be
the smallest possible data record that contains the useful information. These records
can be then used in the distillation process that uses a different policy. One reason
to keep it simple, when you run into the situation where the competency profile
might be a little different, slightly different competency models, it then becomes
difficult to compare these, especially if there are too many points of comparison and
too many things to evaluate.

Summary of actions are outlined below.

Next Call: Thursday May 31, 2007: 1700 GMT/UTC

ACTION ITEMS

Action Who Due Date Status

Review Schawn’s email on
Scope/Purpose and Claude’s
document (Competency evidence
thought.doc). Provide any
additional thoughts to the group.
These two artifacts will be
combined to form a Scope and
Purpose for the focus group.

All Thursday, May 31,
2007

Combine Claude’s document with
Schawn’s thoughts into a more
formal document to act as a
base document for review.

Schawn Thursday, May 31,
2007

Begin to define use cases on how
Evidence is being used or could
be used in the future (e.g.,
decision support)

All Thursday, May 31,
2007

Actions From Past
Conference Calls

Who Due Date Status

Setup next call Schawn
Thropp

ASAP Completed

Begin to think about scope and
purpose of group to facilitate
development of such. Also being
to think about outcomes and
deliverables from group

Group Discussion for
Next Call

Completed

Provide any reference material
or past research or work in
capturing evidence information.

Group Discussion for
Next Call

Ongoing


